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Introduction

GEBHARD FÜRST

Thank you for your kind invitation to open this workshop. I should like to

express my pleasure that as an institution, the European Academy of Sciences

and Arts, which represents and brings together outstanding scientists and

academics, has chosen this key topic for discussion. Within your own scientific

fields, many of you deal with current bio-ethical questions whether from the

perspective of natural sciences or the arts.

This is also a signal to the public that will not be overlooked. Many of you

are directly involved in the challenges and come face to face with the

dilemmas posed by the new discoveries and technology, whether as doctors,

researchers, politicians, moral philosophers or jurists. You bear responsibility,

but responsibility needs standards and orientation. Therefore, it is important

that we enter into a dialog about the bio-ethical questions.

Current developments in genetic engineering and bio-medicine are resulting

in profound changes to culture and civilization. Never before have we known

so much, never before have we been able to achieve what we can achieve

today. But do we want to know everything that we can know? And should

we do everything we can do, just because we can? I represent the Catholic

German Conference of Bishops on the recently founded National Council

for Ethics, which aims to reflect the ethical questions and arguments in

connection with life sciences. The Church, ladies and gentlemen, must assert

its convictions about man and his dignity, about the right social, economic

and state order in society’s discourse. It considers itself an advocate of

humanity and the inviolability of man.

Today, this aspect of inviolability that actually distinguishes human beings

is threatened by secondary aims, an issue that has been highlighted several
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times by the Catholic Church, most recently in Germany in the paper entitled

“Man his own creator?” and by the Central Committee of German Catholics.

Does man not collapse under the contradiction that he plays God over life

and death of his fellow human beings and at the same time thinks so poorly

of himself that he regards human life only as biological material to be

exploited? Especially where ethical questions are concerned, the Church

represents not only a large group of society but an ethical competence which

has developed over many centuries in discussion with the most diverse cultures

and is ultimately the modern basis of morality. In terms of the current bio-

ethical questions, transnational standards and orientation are needed, to

which the Church will make its contributions, because of its history and its

belief in itself as worldwide, universal Church. The Church supports genetic

engineering and bio-medicine where it respects and fosters the dignity of

man; but the Church must highlight the risks and consequences.

The basis of Christian ethics is the dignity of the human being that stems

from being created in God’s own image. This human dignity is enshrined in

the German Basic Law, the jurisdiction of the Federal Constitutional Court

and the constitutions of most European countries. Every human being has

the right to absolute human dignity, inviolable by other human beings or by

the state. Human dignity can neither be earned nor lost. It cannot be made

dependent on performance, happiness, social tolerance or similar assessed

by a third party. It is just as absurd at the basic level as it is arbitrary at the

concrete level to tie human dignity and the entitlement to protection under

the law to a person’s performance. I cannot convince anybody to respect my

dignity, if that person does not respect my dignity by simply taking me seriously

as the other person in a discussion. When human life is in the position of

having to justify its existence, we are on a slippery slope, not just at the

beginning but also at the end of life. Human dignity and the human condition

are indivisible because the development of man and the condition of being

human are a continuous organic process from the fusion of the ovum and

sperm cell, through embryonic life and birth, through childhood and
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adulthood to illness, dying and death. Neither science nor anthropology

provide an authentic, evidence-based turning point in human development

that is independent of any value judgment. The church is not defending a

nostalgic idea of life but one of the moral basic principles of the

Enlightenment. It is concerned that these principles have become irrelevant

and dispensable in favor of economic profit, in the modern and ostensibly

enlightened societies.

Secondly, the principle of human dignity means that man must be the aim

and purpose of all social and scientific developments, but must never be

used as the means to that end. Whatever experiments are carried out in the

name of science and technology, especially in medicine and pharmacology,

must be proven to serve the well-being of mankind and successive

generations. Evidence must be provided as to why research and application

should be carried out, not as to why it should not be done or on the basis

that it might be useful and might not cause harm. In this point, the current

discussion is suffering from broken promises of happiness and fantasies of

salvation as well as from the complete uncertainty of short and long-term

consequences of this new technology. Just as “therapeutic cloning” has

nothing to do with therapy but with cultivation of human biological materi-

al, the pre-implantation diagnosis has less to do with helping childless couples

but more to do with avoiding sick and handicapped children. It is a paradox

when research and technology that wants to serve man consumes human

life. Research, enabled by a loophole in the law, with imported stem cells is

only the first step towards destroying the laws that protect embryos. In fact,

genetic engineering, just as nuclear energy in its time, has caused more

problems than it has solved.

Thirdly, it is part of absolute human dignity that human life must be taken

seriously in terms of its moral character. In other words, just as the individual

has the right not only to be a product of genetic engineering but also to be

a child of his parents, so conversely parenthood is not only concerned with

producing a descendant of as high a genetic quality as possible but is an
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expression of a moral and social relationship. Human beings are reproduced

and not created. Children are not goods where you can claim for damages

when they are faulty. It is a cruel imposition on a man to have to live with

the awareness that he was chosen because of certain promising genetic

aptitudes for life and having to develop appropriately.

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, what I have just presented are the

central points in the ethical orientation of questions of bio-medical research

and application. Let me in conclusion point out one more issue from my

experiences in the political discourse as it has been held up to now. We are

all called upon to form a responsible opinion about these crucial bio-ethical

questions, each and every citizen, but especially scientists, academics, and

those who bear the responsibility for our community and for our culture,

particularly political and legal culture in Europe.

In the past, the Catholic Church has demanded a wider, more transpa-

rent, and greater public debate of these issues. In the meantime, such a

discussion has started and we, I, welcome that. However, there is another

important point. Ethics cannot be delegated to scientific ethics centers or to

national ethics councils or ethical committees in hospitals or anywhere else.

Responsibility cannot be represented in this way. Ethical councils will certainly

not simply give a green or red light to certain problems, as some politicians

have intended. An ethical council does not function like traffic lights where

you have to stop at the red light and move forward on green, and race

across quickly when its yellow. What it is about though, is collecting all the

important information, facts and ethical and moral arguments in order to

enable those with responsibility to form an autonomous and proper opinion.

This workshop will surely play an important part. Ladies and gentlemen, Mr

President, I wish you much success.


